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Beckhoff acquires long-standing distributor in Seoul

Tri-TEK becomes Beckhoff Korea
Beckhoff Automation acquired its Korean distributor, Seoul-based Tri-TEK Corp., on July 1, 2019. The successful distributor has been closely associated with the company for many years. As Beckhoff Korea, the
experienced team, which previously focused primarily on the semiconductor and display manufacturing
sectors, will provide more comprehensive support to the country’s entire high-tech market.
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Key Yoo, Managing Director of
Beckhoff Korea (center) – here to
gether with Kai Ristau, Head of Inter
national Sales and Business Develop
ment, Frederike Beckhoff, Assistant
to the General Management,
Hans Beckhoff, Managing Director,
and Joshua Alexander Rusdy, Area
Sales Manager International Sales
& Business Development (from left to
right) – says: “We benefit greatly from
the comprehensive know-how of our
employees. The 10 longest-serving col
leagues possess a combined 125 years
of experience with Beckhoff products.”

Tri-TEK opened in 2000 as a distributor of Beckhoff products in South Korea.

South Korea subsidiary is already planned. Key Yoo describes the advantages of

Since then, the company has been particularly active and successful in the areas

officially joining Beckhoff as follows: “To increase our standing in the market,

of semiconductor and display manufacturing. Hans Beckhoff, Managing Director

it is important for Beckhoff to be present in South Korea using its own brand

of Beckhoff Automation, explains: “With Tri-TEK, we are taking over a partner

name. In addition, as a Beckhoff subsidiary, we are now better equipped from a

with many years of experience, particularly in these two high-tech industries.

technical standpoint and can offer our customers significantly better service and

With the direct presence as a Beckhoff subsidiary, the competent local team

support. These excellent capabilities will enable us to increasingly develop the

will now be able to successfully open up the large South Korean market for our

sectors of general machine building and machine tools. The fact that Beckhoff

PC-based control technology beyond these specialized segments. In this way,

products are known for very high quality and reliability throughout Asia helps

the business growth of recent years can continue in the future.”

us in this respect.”

The Managing Director of Beckhoff Korea is Key Yoo, who successfully founded

Joshua Alexander Rusdy, Area Sales Manager International Sales & Business

Tri-TEK. This success is reflected very clearly in the ever-increasing number

Development of Beckhoff Automation, adds: “The industrial sector has been a

of employees: A total of 20 employees currently work in the areas of sales,

consistent contributor to the South Korean GDP (gross domestic product) over

technology, administration and marketing. Further expansion of the Beckhoff

the years, absorbing approximately one-fourth of its labor force. Within industry, which is composed of manufacturing, mining, construction and electricity,
meanwhile manufacturing has been the main engine of economic development
in South Korea. South Korea’s largest industries are electronics, automobiles,
telecommunications, shipbuilding, chemicals and steel. The country is among
the largest manufacturers of semiconductors as well as electronic goods, with
several globally established brands. Beckhoff with its open IT-based automation

Beckhoff Korea finds sufficient space on over

concept and as the inventor of the fastest Ethernet based fieldbus technology

600 m2 in the penthouse of a large office building,

– EtherCAT – has been successfully and well-established in the major Korean

including room for future growth.

industries for almost two decades.”

weitere
Infos unter:
Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/kr
www.xxxxx.com
www.xxxxx.com
www.xxxxx.com
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Husum Wind

EMO

As a specialist in PC-based control technology, Beckhoff will demonstrate at

This year’s EMO will focus on sustainable production concepts based on Indus-

Husum Wind 2019, how entire wind farms can be optimized with highly efficient

trie  4.0, digitalization and intelligent networking. Secure exchange of data along

PC-based control technology. The complete component construction kit is avail-

the entire process chain is now guaranteed with support for the new interface

able for this purpose: from the TwinCAT Wind Framework to the powerful drive

standard umati – universal machine tool interface – that is used for the con-

technology for azimuth control. Control functions for operational management,

nection of machine tools to higher-level IT systems. Beckhoff was involved in its

azimuth, wind farm networking and big data handling are all integrated on one

development as a project partner and is presenting its PC controller with

control platform, as well as the integrated measuring chain. Operators benefit

integrated umati interface at EMO. Beckhoff will present further highlights in

from system-integrated condition monitoring as well as maximized transpar

the form of trailblazing products and technologies, such as software tools for

ency and increased uptime.

implementing cloud-assisted production concepts as well as the integration of
machine learning and image processing into the automation platform.

www.beckhoff.com/husumwind

Trade show preview 2019
FachPack
Lead theme of this year’s FachPack is environmentally friendly packaging.
With PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology – in combination with the
eXtended Transport System XTS – Beckhoff presents appropriate solutions for
saving packaging material and optimizing energy consumption throughout
the entire process chain. EtherCAT G will also be on display, suitable for use in
high-performance machines and highly complex applications as it provides communication speeds of up to 10 Gbit/s. Further highlights on the Beckhoff booth
will include the integration of image processing and language into the control
platform via TwinCAT Vision and TwinCAT Speech, as well as various tools for
implementing cloud-supported production processes.

www.beckhoff.com/fachpack

www.beckhoff.com/emo
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Motek

K

At the international exhibition for automation in production and assembly,

As a long-standing partner of the plastics industry, Beckhoff will present its

Beckhoff will present new highlights of PC-based control technology that can

PC and EtherCAT-based control technology at the K. The focus will be on the

be used to implement optimized automation concepts. The focus is on the inte-

integration of machine learning, image processing and speech capabilities into

gration of motion, robotics and vision on one control platform for the efficient

the TwinCAT control platform, as well as on various tools for the implementation

control and monitoring of individual machines and complete production lines. In

of cloud-supported production concepts. Through the integration of OPC UA

addition, groundbreaking innovations will be shown such as the XPlanar motion

communication and the industry standard Euromap 77 based on it, Beckhoff

revolution or the EtherCAT G high-performance fieldbus with 1 Gbit/s data rates.

provides users with a secure solution for the exchange of data between injection
molding machines and cloud-based services. With software tools for IoT and
Data Analytics, machine builders and end customers can use recorded machine
data to identify and correct mechanical problems or software errors before
machine downtime occurs.

www.beckhoff.com/motek

www.beckhoff.com/k

Trade show review 2019

Sensor + Test

weitere Infos unter:
www.xxxxx.com
www.xxxxx.com
Trade Show TV: www.beckhoff.com/sensor-test
www.xxxxx.com
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TwinCAT 3 Machine Learning: Seamless integration with control technology

Machine learning meets
industrial automation
Advances in automation technology have spawned several interesting and promising innovations
in recent years – most prominently, the integration of various specialized technologies like image
processing and condition monitoring. These examples illustrate the progress of optimization in auto
mation. However, sophisticated technological advancements continue to open up new potential
that is waiting to be tapped. Machine learning (ML), integrated seamlessly into control systems with
TwinCAT 3 Machine Learning software, ranks among the technologies with the greatest promise.

Experts agree that incorporating machine learning into automation (see info box

to a machine, complete failure or – worse still – harm to humans working in

p. 13, right) is crucial to sustain and enhance Germany’s competitiveness, going

production. Consequently, a number of requirements have recently emerged that

forward. This, however, will take time to accomplish in real-world applications.

are of critical importance when integrating machine learning into automation

One reason is that obtaining the requisite data can be a challenge – mainly due

technology (see info box p. 13, left).

to the costs involved both in collecting data in production environments and in
manually preparing it for training purposes (the definition of training data known

Nonetheless, one immediate advantage is already clear: Integrating ML would

as labeling). The data can also be noisy – in other words, insufficiently precise.

greatly benefit robotics, mathematical optimization, anomaly detection, model

Another reason is that wrong predictions might occurr that cause errors in sys-

predictive control and other applications, as several recent case studies have

tem operation. This could result in significant negative impacts, such as damage

shown. Two software products from Beckhoff, TwinCAT 3 Neural Networks Infer-

PC Control 03 | 2019
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Integrating TwinCAT 3 Machine Learning software into the
control system brings together the worlds of data science and
machine building, creating synergy effects that open up new
potential for machine optimization.

ence Engine and TwinCAT 3 Machine Learning Inference Engine, now offer auto-

clearly delineated use case, and then define the data that the use case requires.

mation specialists and machine builders an industry-ready solution to integrate

Hence, domain knowledge – in this case, machine builders’ specific expertise – is

inference – the execution of a trained ML model – into their systems.

crucially important.

The workflow begins with data collection

As experts within their domain, machine builders understand the empirical and

Having an effective data infrastructure in place is essential to ensuring that

physical relationships between defined target values and process data; they can

training processes and inference from learned models are based on suitable

give meaning to abstract variables. Therefore, it is important to work with these

data sets. Many manufacturing systems today already capture a large amount

experts to determine how the desired or derivable target values can be obtained

of data that can be utilized in machine learning. Integrating these systems

in temporal correlation with other information. That might be machine data

seamlessly with TwinCAT 3 Machine Learning makes it possible to apply a range
of frameworks, including TensorFlow, PyTorch and MATLAB®, directly. This will

gathered from additional sensors or from ERP or other systems, or data entered

lead to increasing convergence between the realms of the data scientist and the

and the quality of target values define the difference between supervised and

machine builder, creating immense synergy effects in the process.

unsupervised learning as in the following examples:

manually by workers either as text or through a machine’s HMI. The availability

–– An end-of-line test based on a classifier: A component is inspected by senThe workflow begins with the collection of data from a fully or partially auto-

sors. The measurements captured for a representative set of components

mated process. The actual data recorded and evaluated depends, of course, on

must then be labeled; the measurements might, for instance, be reviewed

the application in question. As a rule, it makes sense to begin with a specific and

manually in parallel so that they can be defined as training data.

|
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Safety

TwinCAT Automation Device Driver – ADD

in TwinCAT 3: No extra
hardware is required.
The functionality is imple
mented entirely in soft
ware on the same standard
platform as the other

Fieldbus

control applications.

–– A virtual sensor as a substitute, or redundant monitor, for a physical sensor:

Besides the data types and the evaluation method, the tools used are of major

The physical sensor can be used in the training process to generate the tar-

importance to the workflow, too. The following TwinCAT 3 Measurement and

get value. If this sensor and the machine data from which the sensor signal

TwinCAT 3 Connectivity products are good choices:

is to be estimated are both processed and stored by the machine controller,

–– TwinCAT 3 Scope, with its ability to store data in a range of formats, includ-

the input and target values are in temporal sync with one another.
–– Process optimization: The target value for supervised learning can be
obtained by simulating the process on a digital twin. The simulation needs
to be sufficiently precise in terms of the observed target value. Based on the
simulation, an optimization algorithm can run through, and specifically
optimize, several variants of the process. The result can then serve as a label,
and the entire data set can be used for supervised learning.
–– Anomaly detection: The advantage when developing a system to detect
non-typical behavior is that only “normal” machine behavior is used as a

ing binary, CSV and TDMS, is a simple, flexible tool for capturing and storing
data during the engineering phase.
–– If an SQL or noSQL database is available – locally, on the network or in the
cloud – TwinCAT 3 Database Server is an ideal tool that allows users to
aggregate even large quantities of data at machine runtime.
–– If a machine is connected to a public or private cloud over a message broker,
the TwinCAT 3 IoT family of products can be used to save data through the
broker to a data store or warehouse.
–– The TwinCAT 3 Analytics Logger offers a convenient way to write large

training data set. There is no need for data on machine malfunctions in this

amounts of data from the machine controller, during live operation and

case. However, “normal” machine behavior has to be assessed in detail with

cycle-synchronously, either to a local file or via a message broker to a data

domain experts and recorded as representative in the training data set. One

lake or database.

approach can be to train a one-class support vector machine (SVM) in order
to process potentially high-dimensional training data using an algorithm.

Training a machine learning model

This is termed semi-supervised learning.

If training data is available, it has to be loaded into an external ML framework and

–– Unsupervised learning with missing labels: A condition monitoring system or
end-of-line test, for instance, can be created using just an algorithm’s input

processed. There are plenty of suitable ML frameworks for users to choose from.
Many are based on Python and are open-source; others, such as MATLAB® and

data, provided the data exhibits sufficient changes in its structure. Principal

SAS, are commercial products. They provide a large number of standard functions

component analysis, for example, or a k-means algorithm (for clustering

along with toolboxes and libraries to access the stored data.

analysis) can help identify such changes. The meaning of a particular change
in the data at a given time can then be assessed with the help of a domain

The work in the ML framework consists of preparing data, selecting a suitable ML

expert.

algorithm, starting the training process and evaluating the learning results. This

PC Control 03 | 2019
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2 ML Training
PyTorch
MXNet
MATLAB®
Scikit Learn
TensorFlow

The XTS machine

3 ML Runtime

learning demonstrator
exhibited at Hannover
Messe 2019 showed
how TwinCAT 3 Machine
Learning and TwinCAT  3
Motion Control can
minimize system power
consumption and wear.

The workflow from data collection, through training, to integration
of the trained model into the TwinCAT 3 Runtime (XAR)

data-based engineering stage produces a trained ML model that represents the

Conversion to a .bml file (with optional encryption) helps protect the creator’s

relationship between input and target data. Like the data interface, the interface

intellectual property (IP) because, in this format, it is impossible to determine how

chosen to deploy the trained ML model in TwinCAT 3 is open and supports the

the trained model was built. It also enables external service providers to send

industry-standard Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX) format.

deliverables to customers without revealing proprietary information.

ONNX is designed to enable interoperability between different frameworks. Each

A new TwinCAT 3 component, a standard TcCOM module that represents a ge-

ML framework uses its own format to represent trained models whereas ONNX

neric inference module, is used to load and execute the trained ML model. It also

provides an interoperability layer for sharing models across different frameworks.

provides the following new functions:

It can be used to provision models for framework-independent transfer learning,

–– TwinCAT 3 Machine Learning Inference Engine for classic ML algorithms,

and to execute inference on diverse platforms, regardless of the selected training
framework.

such as support vector machines and principal component analysis
–– TwinCAT 3 Neural Network Inference Engine for neural networks, such as
multilayer perceptrons and convolutional neural networks

Having open interfaces to import data and export models also encourages
interdepartmental cooperation and collaboration with external service provid-

CPU-based inference in real-time

ers. The workflow described here sets out defined interfaces between different

When the .bml file is loaded, the runtime module configures itself to execute the

domains in engineering and information technology. Provided that data is made

ML model’s inference computations efficiently on the CPU of the Industrial PC.

available, which can be used to train ML models, all that is required to run an

This module is a real-time-capable inference engine, seamlessly integrated into

application on a machine is a model file, which can even be encrypted if

TwinCAT 3 that supports all common programming methods in the software

necessary.

platform:
–– Calling the module from the PLC

Deploying a model in TwinCAT 3 Runtime

–– Calling the module from C/C++

The final stage in the workflow is to deploy the ML model in TwinCAT 3 in

–– Direct calls from a cyclical task

two steps:
–– The exported ML model is converted to a protected binary format (.bml).

The inference engine’s core capabilities include direct, synchronous access to all

–– The .bml file is loaded onto the target system (an Embedded or control

control data and fieldbus devices, scalable performance based on CPU speed

cabinet PC).

levels, and non-blocking parallelization, which enables the module to be called

|
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Machine learning applications
featuring a virtual sensor and
anomaly detection (pictured
here) were also on display at
Hannover Messe 2019.

from within different task contexts. Many machine learning methods have run-

such as SSE, AVX and AVX-512. These allow parallelized, optimized vector com-

time properties that make them suitable for cycle-based systems operating at a

putations on a single core at maximum performance. In addition, tailored caching

fixed cycle time, because the compute time per run is deterministic and does not

and efficient memory access strategies enable potential performance gains up to

depend on the input data. This applies particularly to neural networks, where

a factor of 30x compared to reference implementations without SIMD. Moreover,

each inference run consists of the same computation steps that do not have to

computations can also be parallelized across multiple CPU cores, allowing perfor-

branch to other program segments. Methods like these are also suitable for use

mance with large neural networks to scale almost linearly in step with the number

in high-frequency control loops in precision motion control systems, which, with

of computing cores available.

their support, can learn and implement optimizations that are based on classic
Live demonstrations at Hannover Messe

motion control algorithms but physically complex to model.

At Hannover Messe 2019, Beckhoff presented a demonstrator featuring
When using the TwinCAT 3 Neural Network Inference Engine, which is purely

TwinCAT  3 Neural Networks Inference Engine integrated with TwinCAT 3 Motion

software-based, the inference computations execute solely on a single CPU core.

Control that showed how neural networks can be used in real-time control

This approach avoids communication delays that would inevitably occur if, for

applications. The demo consisted of two XTS systems placed on either side of a

example, accelerator hardware such as graphics cards were used for vector calcu-

conveyor belt. Ten movers on each XTS were synched successively to markings

lations. Instead, the TwinCAT 3 Neural Network Inference Engine makes extensive

on the conveyor and driven parallel to the markings over a distance of a meter.

use of the CPU-specific single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) instruction sets,

The movers then decoupled and traveled back to the start, getting ready for the
next synchronized run.
One XTS was conventionally controlled with a time-optimized, seven-phase pro-

Neural
Network

Neural
Network

Classical
Approach

Classical
Approach

Energy consumption

Energy consumption

33.5 Ws

39.3 Ws

file of the kind commonly used in motion control. During the disengaged phase
of travel and immediately prior to re-synching, in particular, the system exhibited
high wear and power consumption due to heavy acceleration and deceleration.
The second XTS, controlled using a neural network trained specifically for this
setup, proved to be substantially more efficient. It was controlled with specific
function blocks that allowed the trained network to be accessed easily from the

30

30

PLC or a C++ program. The neural network was trained using an optimization
algorithm based on a simple power consumption and wear model.

High wearing

TwinCAT 3 Neural Network Inference Engine enabled the use of the neural net-

Low wearing

work to handle the NC and other motion control tasks in real time. Due to specific
requirements associated with motion control, the motion profile generated had

In the trade show demo, the XTS controlled by a neural network (left) consumed less

to follow the predecessor profile exactly through to the point of acceleration, and

power and exhibited less wear than the conventionally controlled XTS (right).

not exceed the maximum permitted speed or acceleration. TwinCAT 3 handled this

PC Control 03 | 2019
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without the need for user intervention. The XTS controlled by the neural network

precisely using TwinCAT 3 Scope, based on vibration and rotation speed readings.

consumed less power and showed less wear than the conventionally controlled

Anomaly detection was also demonstrated on a setup consisting of two fans of

system, because the neural network’s “softer” profile spread the acceleration and

the same type, each fitted with pressure, vibration and speed sensors. One of the

deceleration required for synchronization across a larger track section of the XTS.

two fans was fully functional, the other had intentional damage done to one of its
blades. Using data recorded with TwinCAT 3 Database Server and the TwinCAT  3

Also at Hannover Messe 2019, Beckhoff demonstrated a virtual sensor system,

Machine Learning Inference Engine, it was possible to predict the condition of

consisting of a fan with a pressure sensor as well as vibration and speed moni-

each fan – directly, in real-time, in the PLC or from a C++ program, without the

toring. This showed that the air pressure produced by the fan could be predicted

need for complex modeling.

Dr. Fabian Bause, Product Manager TwinCAT

Dr. Klaus Neumann, Software Development

Dr. Benjamin Jurke, R&D Machine Learning

Machine Learning

Challenges of integrating
machine learning

How machine
learning works

The following are the key technical challenges involved in integrating

Machine learning begins with a non-parametric model that is trained

machine learning into automation:

using existing data. The training data is fed into an untrained or partially

–– Data scientists must have access to an open interface (for data capture,

trained model, then computations are run to determine the deviation

training and deployment, for instance) to ensure interoperability will

from a desired result. The error is minimized by changing the model’s

be possible across different frameworks.

parameters according to set mathematical rules. The training process in

–– Machine learning must be simple enough to use without expert knowl-

machine learning amounts to an error minimization process in which the

edge; in other words, solutions must be capable of integrating with the

model parameters are set in such a way that the model can replicate the

existing software infrastructure.

training data as accurately as possible. The underlying model will then,

–– Many machine learning methods are inherently imprecise and

however, also be capable of predicting input data that were not included in

should be treated accordingly. Solutions that are not suitable must be

the training data. In other words, the model can generalize. The skill with

amended or discarded. This assures users that the trained algorithms

machine learning lies in selecting a sufficiently complex but not excessively

are reliable.

large model which, with only a small amount of training data, can achieve

–– The training methods applied need to be fairly robust – that is,

good generalization across the entire range of relevant input data.

capable of functioning even with small quantities of noisy data.
–– Transparency and demonstrability are of crucial importance for many
companies. The more complex their requirements, the more important
it is to properly understand the algorithms used. This is an area in
which research activities still have a long way to go.
All of the above requirements need to be met for a successful integration
of machine learning with real-time-based control.

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/machine-learning
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Interview with Uwe Prüßmeier on the XPlanar transport system’s potential benefits

Planar movers that travel like flying carpets are
creating new possibilities in machine design
XPlanar, a new breed of transport system based on floating planar movers able to travel freely over a floor of planar tiles, brings
unprecedented flexibility to product transport and could revolutionize manufacturing plant and machine design. Uwe Prüßmeier,
Senior Product Manager Drive Technology, discusses the potential benefits that XPlanar offers users and machine builders looking
to simplify machinery and boost performance.

PC Control 03 | 2019
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Uwe Prüßmeier, Senior Product Manager Drive Technology: “With XPlanar, machines
can be made more flexible and compact, and processing operations faster and more
efficient.”

The planar movers used to transport products can be positioned
with absolute flexibility, anywhere within a two-dimensional
space. How does this new freedom benefit product transport?
Uwe Prüßmeier: This ability to travel independently in two dimensions not
only allows movers within a system to overtake one another on the same
plane, called floor in XPlanar, but also to form product buffers and bypass these
buffers if need be. As a result, products no longer need to proceed from one
processing station to the next in the exact same sequence. Instead, because
the movers can be positioned literally anywhere, they can be sent to processing
stations in any order; this means that each individual product need only travel
to those stations actually required to process it. Clearly, this opens up huge
potential when it comes to designing faster and more efficient process flows
and optimizing machine and plant layouts with a view to bringing down space
requirements and costs.
Can you give specific examples of ways in which processes can be
streamlined?
Uwe Prüßmeier: One example is that movers can easily be extracted from the
production process – for example, to allow maintenance or to discard flawed
parts. Also, being able to set up special holding zones for in-process parts can
lead to significantly better process efficiency. The ability to let faster movers
overtake slower movers is useful, too, as this allows sub-processes to execute
swiftly, in parallel. Plus, connecting up different sections within a plant is easy.
Another way to enhance process efficiency is to split up a machine’s product

The XPlanar system suits a vast range of applications
across sectors ranging from product assembly and
electronics manufacturing to food and pharmaceutical
processing.

|
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The free-floating planar movers can be controlled individually and synchronized with each other exactly as required. They levitate over floors
of planar tiles that can be arranged in shapes as simple as this rectangle, or in complex geometries tailored to specific machine layouts.

stream: Much like road traffic spread across multiple lanes at highway toll

For instance, you can leave gaps within the tiled floor to accommodate process-

booths, separate product streams can be sent through different sets of stations

ing stations or lay tracks around plant components. This means users can set up

to optimize processing, then re-merged and synchronized later.

a transport system in a cost-optimized fashion and, at the same time, reduce
machine size to a minimum. In addition, it’s easy to modify the planar motor

The movers can travel with six degrees of freedom. What particular

system subsequently, just by adding more tiles when necessary – for instance, to

benefits does this afford?

accommodate new processing stations or gain extra space to optimize motion
through curves.

Uwe Prüßmeier: The planar movers not only carry payload products to their
intended processing stations, they can also move the products inside the sta-

Can XPlanar be used universally in machine and plant engineering?

tions, rotate them through all three axes, and even ascend, descend and tilt a
few millimeters to allow a product to be processed or inspected easily from any

Uwe Prüßmeier: Yes. There are almost no limits on using it in production plants

side. A slight tilt can also help prevent spills when accelerating quickly with a

and machines, provided a product’s weight and volume are within the planar

container full of liquid.

movers’ payload carrying capacity. The system is particularly interesting for
those sectors with special requirements in terms of hygiene and cleanability,

The planar floor over which the movers hover can be configured

zero emissions or low noise, because mover transport is contact-free, and

individually to suit specific machine designs. What role does this

therefore silent and completely wear-free. The food and pharmaceutical indus-

play in machine optimization?

tries are a case in point, and lab environments or processes like semiconductor
production that require a vacuum can benefit particularly from an abrasion- and

Uwe Prüßmeier: Here, too, we put flexibility front and center. The tiles can

contamination-free product transportation system. To meet the needs of specific

be laid out in any shape – and even wall- or ceiling-mounted – so the XPlanar

applications, users can also apply plastic, stainless steel foil or glass plates to

system can be configured to perfectly suit a given application’s requirements.

the XPlanar’s surfaces for easy, residue-free cleaning.

PC Control 03 | 2019

A standard mover measuring 155 x 155 mm has a payload carrying capacity of 1.5 kg,
while additional mover sizes cover an overall payload range from 0.4 kg to 6 kg.

– 6 degrees of freedom
– x, y, z movements
– α, ß, γ orientation

The interview was conducted by
Stefan Ziegler, Editorial Management PR
The planar movers can not only travel freely in two dimensions,
in addition they can also ascend, descend, tilt or rotate.

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/xplanar
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Statement by President Kevin Barker on the 20th anniversary of Beckhoff USA

Taking the next step with focus,
efficiency and effectiveness
Kevin Barker, named president of Beckhoff USA as of March 2019, looks back on an exceptionally successful company development during the celebration of the subsidiary’s 20th anniversary.
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Beckhoff has always done things differently. The company pioneered PC-based

partnerships with others and increasing our market share across all industries.

machine control, invented EtherCAT and continues to accelerate technological

Strategic vision and execution, the strength of our organization and the ever-ex-

advances in all areas. Despite constant innovation in automation and controls

panding portfolio of innovative automation products will make this possible.

technology, a strong backbone of consistency supports everything we do. From

Focus, efficiency and effectiveness will be keys to accomplishing these goals.

a technology perspective, it is the convergence of automation technology (AT)
and information technology (IT) that has informed every game-changing product

Reflecting on the first 20 years of an exciting journey

introduction from Beckhoff since the 1980s. With regards to our company culture,

When I was named president of Beckhoff USA earlier this year, I was new to the

Beckhoff customers and employees have benefited from a level of forethought

organization. Coming to this role from the outside presented a unique opportunity

and consistency not seen from others in the industrial automation space. That

to evaluate operations in the U.S. and determine how to make the greatest impact

means going to whatever lengths are necessary to find the best solution for our

moving forward. Between working with colleagues at the subsidiary headquarters

customers’ most challenging applications and business needs.

in Savage, Minnesota, and visiting others at our regional offices, it became clear
that the organization is doing great work across the country – though not at the
scale we could be. We have a firm footing in all industries from material handling
to packaging, oil and gas to entertainment, plastics to machine tools. There is an

With a floor area of more than 4,000 m2,

incredible amount of optimism and excitement about our technology and our

the headquarters of Beckhoff USA in

sales and support capabilities both inside the organization and outside.

Savage, Minnesota, provide ample space

Organizations this strong aren’t built overnight. When Beckhoff opened its first

for office and warehouse facilities.

North American office 20 years ago in Plymouth, Minnesota, there were just two
employees to cover the U.S., Canada and Mexico. Shortly after establishing the
Beckhoff brand in the USA, these employees established our successful direct
sales model, which is an important aspect of Beckhoff success in most countries
worldwide. The hard work of dedicated Beckhoff employees in those early days
was the catalyst for the impressive growth and momentum we enjoy today.
Beckhoff USA increased its turnover from $9 million USD in 2003 to $72 million in
2018. Today we number more than 150 employees, not counting our colleagues in
Canada and Mexico, which both split off to form their own subsidiaries in recent
years. We maintain regional offices in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Boston, Massachusetts; Charlotte, North Carolina; Cincinnati, Ohio; Chicago, Illinois; Denver,
Colorado; Seattle, Washington; Dallas and Houston, Texas; and San Diego and San
Jose, California. Furthermore, we will open multiple new sales offices by 2020 in
Kevin Barker, president,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Los Angeles, California; and Orlando, Florida.

Beckhoff USA

These successes result from the significant efforts of each preceding managing
On 17 July 2019, employees, customers,
partners as well as representatives of local
authorities and trade media came together
to celebrate the 20th anniversary of
Beckhoff USA.

director and president of Beckhoff USA – Gerd Hoppe, Graham Harris and
Aurelio Banda – as well as former Beckhoff Canada managing director Joe
Ottenhof. While accelerating expansion in the U.S., we will continue to collaborate
closely with Calvin Wallace who has successfully led the subsidiary in Canada
since 2018 and Filiberto Cruz Morales who in 2019 was appointed managing
director of the new Beckhoff subsidiary in Mexico.
As we celebrate these first 20 years in the U.S., they provide undeniable proof that
we have achieved a successful positioning in the market on our journey so far

Our steadfast leadership principles build on a high level of personal commitment

and we are here to stay. Of course, this milestone is not a plateau. Our increased

and strong corporate identity to create the critical foundation that allows us to

attention on focus, efficiency and effectiveness – on top of our proven technology

form lasting customer partnerships. Our corporate values have helped Beckhoff

– will enable us to realize our ambitious yet attainable growth goals as we create

USA quickly build market share and average double-digit revenue growth year-

the future of Beckhoff USA.

over-year since the subsidiary’s founding in 1999. These factors will continue to
play a role as we reach projected sales of more than $83 million USD in 2019.
While this success is enviable in any context, we believe it is merely the beginning
of what we can accomplish together.
Over the next five years, the U.S. subsidiary will pursue a strategy of aggressive
growth, strengthening our partnerships with current customers, forging new

Further information:
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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The XACT-FIL machine from ProMach
achieves 5,000 weight measurements per
second and an accuracy of ± 0.5 % for
non-contact filling of liquid products into
containers with capacities as small as
1 ounce and as large as 5 gallons.
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Highly efficient filling systems for liquid food and non-food products with reduced footprint

PC-based control quadruples weight measurement
capabilities
ProMach Filling Systems has extended its tried-and-tested range of filling and capping systems with a particularly space-saving
machine generation that offers great model variety and added functionality. With PC-based control and EtherCAT, the XACT-FIL™
weight filler meets the high requirements that apply to primary packaging of food and other liquid products, combining reduced
footprint, increased throughput, improved accuracy and hygiene.
ProMach encompasses a family of more than 30 packaging machine brands
for the food, beverage, pharmaceutical, personal care, household and industrial
goods industries. In 2017 ProMach Filling Systems, based in Waukesha, Wisconsin,
introduced the XACT-FIL™ machine line for filling and capping systems under
the Federal brand name to meet customer requirements for high-precision and
hygienic filling with significantly reduced machine footprint.
ProMach Filling Systems worked extensively with Beckhoff USA to develop the
XACT-FIL using PC-based control technology within a tight timeframe. The new
gravimetric filling machine needed to premier at Pack Expo 2017, but at the beginning of that year, they still had not finalized the design. The modular machine
design is highly flexible for a wide range of uses. The application spectrum covers
containers made of polyethylene, metal and glass with capacities as small as
1 ounce and as large as 5 gallons for liquid food products such as sauces, milk
and olive oil, and non-food products such as paints, chemicals and lubricants for
the automotive industry. In addition to filling liquids at ambient temperature, the
machine can also handle cold or hot liquids. Various capping units to complete
the lines are available from ProMach.

A Beckhoff CP3918 Control Panel with an 18.5-inch multi-touch screen serves as
an advanced and intuitive user interface.
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The compact AX5000 Servo Drives for the three-axis motion system easily fit into a
smaller control cabinet.

PC-based control ensures accuracy and increases efficiency
The special feature of these systems is non-contact filling, which prevents contamination of the containers as well as the transport and filling units of the machine
and enables sterile packaging to meet demanding quality and food hygiene
standards. “During non-contact filling, the nozzle floats above the container
opening, usually at a distance of around a quarter of an inch,” explains Cesary
Mroz, Vice President of Engineering at ProMach Filling Systems. A prerequisite
for contactless filling, however, is precise positioning of the containers under the
filling nozzles and control of the fill weight in real-time. The XACT-FIL machines
use a feed screw to load the empty containers onto a carousel, where a rotating
filling turret dispenses liquid products into the containers. Load cells under the
individual filling stations check the weight of each container up to 5,000 times
per second until the desired filling level is reached. The containers are then moved
to the capping turret.
Coordinating the machine’s rapid yet precise loading, filling and capping sequences requires powerful automation, motion control and I/O systems. Synchronization
with PC-based control and the EtherCAT high-speed fieldbus not only fulfills all
given requirements, but also guarantees a fill-weight accuracy of ± 0.5 % or
better. “EtherCAT and TwinCAT allow the valve outputs and the load cell measurements to be synchronously scanned with the PLC code cycle time of 200 µs,” says
Kurt Schneider, applications engineer for Beckhoff. “This provides tighter overall
valve response and accuracy.” The new XACT-FIL system roughly quadrupled the
number of weight measurements per second, increasing it from 1,200 to 5,000.
Reduced footprint and increased cleanliness
All control tasks are performed by a CX5140 Embedded PC with TwinCAT 3 automation software for PLC, motion control and HMI functions. Cesary Mroz explains
that the DIN-rail mounted controller significantly reduced the size of the control
cabinet while still providing plenty of processing power to increase reliability and

In front of the XACT-FIL machine: Chad Oettinger,
electrical controls engineer for ProMach Filling Systems,
Kurt Schneider, applications engineer for Beckhoff, and
Tom Retzlaff, Wisconsin area sales manager for Beckhoff
(from left to right)
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throughput. As a backup, a CFast card loaded with all PLC and motion control
functions for the XACT-FIL ensures availability in the unlikely event of a failure.
A CP3918 Control Panel boasts an 18.5-inch touchscreen and multi-touch functionality for advanced, user-friendly HMI. “Beckhoff offers multiple multi-touch
panel form factors that work with the scalable HMI software options to provide
solutions for any screen size and the varied customer requirements we need to
implement,” says Cesary Mroz.
Stainless steel AM8841 servomotors operate the filling and capping turret via
timing screws and support IP69K wash-down environments. AX5000 Servo Drives
with built-in mains filter provide a compact basis for the three-axis motion system,
which easily fits into the smaller control cabinet. One Cable Technology (OCT)
provides power and feedback signals to the motors through a single standard
cable, further reducing the footprint. Having fewer cables also means reduced
cleaning effort and simplified hygiene. Serving as drive bus and I/O system,
EtherCAT facilitates real-time communication while further minimizing the form
factor, says Tom Retzlaff, Wisconsin area sales manager for Beckhoff: “Rotary fillers have considerable space constrictions, so the incredibly compact HD EtherCAT
Terminals are perfect for this application.”
Conclusions
Stainless steel AM8841 servomotors support IP69K wash-down

With the open and flexible PC-based control technology from Beckhoff, the new

environments involving regular high-pressure steam jet cleaning

modular generation of gravimetric filling machines can cater to a wide variety

required when packaging food and non-food liquids.

of requirements. XACT-FIL reduced its required part count by 25 % and overall
machine footprint by 30 %. With EtherCAT, the compact and easy-to-clean system
boosts throughput due to the significant increase in measurement speed and
high accuracy.

A high-performance CX5140 Embedded PC with attached EtherCAT and TwinSAFE
Terminals saves installation space in the control cabinet and ensures fast control
with highly precise synchronization.

Further information:
www.federalmfg.com
www.promachbuilt.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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User-friendly cutting system for the printing and packaging industry

PC-based control reduces machine costs and
system complexity in folio sheeter
When converting paper and cardboard rolls to sheets in various formats, high demands are placed on sheet and stack quality.
BW Papersystems relied on PC-based control for the development of the eCon folio-size sheeter. This has greatly reduced costs
compared to the legacy system and increased simplicity – from commissioning to operation. The resulting machine meets the
requirements of smaller end user companies in the printing and packaging industry.
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Measuring roughly 63 feet long, the eCon
Sheeter from BW Papersystems is a nextgeneration solution for decurling, cutting
and stacking paper and paperboard.

With more than 50 years of experience as a provider of paper, paperboard
and cardboard cutting and packaging machinery, BW Papersystems maintains
its global headquarters in Phillips, Wisconsin, with additional manufacturing
plants in Germany, Italy, Hungary and China. The company’s folio sheeter
systems are used for converting massive reels of paper and paperboard at
high speed to folio-size sheets. In order to enable trouble-free processing in
downstream printing and packaging applications, various prerequisites must
be fulfilled. “A key feature of our products is sheet and stack quality,” says Jeff
Gafner, senior vice president of engineering & service for BW Papersystems.
“These criteria include edge quality and minimal dust and debris, which lead to
more downtime due to frequent printer cleaning. Dimensional consistency and
stack quality permit the highest possible feed rates with minimal jamming.”
Apart from that, BW Papersystems had an aggressive goal when designing
the eCon folio sheeter: The machine needed to cost 50% less than the legacy
system it would replace. This way it could meet the requirements of companies with a smaller investment budget in the highly competitive printing and
paper industry. “The intention of this U.S.-built machine was to provide industry-leading sheet and stack quality at a price that's competitive with imported
machines,” says Gafner.
The eCon Sheeter is available in two configurations: with a framework holding
BW Papersystems was able to cut control cabinet size in half through the

two reels and a length of roughly 63 feet (19.24 m) or in a four-reel setup with

compact Beckhoff system consisting of an Embedded PC, EtherCAT Terminals

an overall length of 92 feet (28.1 m). The paper is unrolled from the reels and

and servo drives.

fed through a dual decurler into the machine. A two-position slitting system
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Dennis Veldboom, Electrician, and Kelly Kalk, Technical Publications Specialist for BW Papersystems, with Don Seichter,
Wisconsin Area Sales Manager for Beckhoff

slices the paper into sheets, which are then precisely stacked on a pallet using

components in the field. It also includes the ease of machine startup, such as

side jogging mechanisms to improve stack quality. The machine supports

downloading drive parameters once drives have been installed or replaced,” he says.

paper reels up to 65 inches wide and 7,500 pounds.
The concern for simplicity also extended to simple user interfaces. It was realSimplicity in application and support

ized with the intuitive Beckhoff CP2907 multi-touch Control Panel displaying

Apart from meeting the cost reduction goals when developing the new sheeter

the HTML5-capable HMI, which supports remote access to the TwinCAT control

with Beckhoff technology, it was also important to create a design that show-

system of the eCon Sheeter. In this way, even smaller companies are able

cased innovation and simplicity, according to Erik Paulson, project engineer

to troubleshoot equipment on-site and can avoid costly downtime, without

for BW Papersystems. “Simplicity in terms of electrical design includes con-

service engineers having to travel to the factory. In addition, TwinCAT 3 auto-

nectivity between the different components and the eventual replacement of

mation software not only supports remote access, but also includes indispens-
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Operators interface with the folio
sheeter using a CP2907 multi-touch
Control Panel, which features a
high-resolution 7-inch touchscreen.

The EtherCAT Terminal system from Beckhoff proved to be a great space saver,
and EtherCAT enabled the system to communicate in real-time and provide extremely fast servo loops. TwinSAFE Terminals integrated throughout the system
architecture allow the eCon machine to operate large rollers and high-speed
cutters and ensure functional safety by monitoring all hazard points.
The technical support and ability of Beckhoff to supply preassembled control
cabinets were other important factors, according to Peter Forster, product manager of software and controls for BW Papersystems. “We expected assistance
not only in selecting devices but also in panel layout and wiring best practices.
Beckhoff also provided crucial support onsite for startup and testing of the first
machines,” Forster says.
Cutting cost and cabinet size in half
Compact EtherCAT I/O helped reduce control cabinet size by 50% for some
A CX2020 Embedded PC controls the entire machine and replaces several

units and closer to 70% for others. The space-saving CX2020 Embedded PC

conventional PLCs that were previously required.

also allows the machine to run a 30,000-line count encoder, which is a functional improvement over the legacy system. Combined with high-performance
EtherCAT servo drives, TwinSAFE technology and the intuitive multi-touch HMI,
the end result offers simplicity without sacrificing innovation for end users.
On top of that, the eCon Sheeter also simplifies commissioning by reducing

able diagnostic tools, including Scope View. “We have the ability to monitor

installation times by 65%.

a multitude of signals, even in the 250-microsecond range, and display them
using TwinCAT Scope View,” Paulson says. “We use Scope View frequently to
troubleshoot problems or simply to tune the system, and I believe it is one of
the biggest selling points of the TwinCAT software platform.”
From running the PLC to handling motion control and the HMI, a CX2020
Embedded PC automates the entire machine. According to BW Papersystems,
this is a great improvement from previous machines that required hardware
PLCs for each function.

Further information:
www.bwpapersystems.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Tailor-made intralogistics solutions harness highly scalable control and drive technology

Transporting large load carriers with
high reliability and precision
RO-BER Industrieroboter GmbH of Kamen, Germany, develops automation solutions based on area and linear
gantry robots for intralogistics. These solutions, including the new Twin-Gantry robot system, are characterized by
high performance, reliability and flexibility. As a highly scalable control and drive platform, PC-based control forms
the ideal basis for solutions that can be tailored to individual application requirements. In addition, the system
supplier benefits from the universal integration of PLC, CNC and safety functionality in PC control technology to
implement diverse system architectures.

The Twin-Gantry robot system with a load capacity of
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1,500 kg was developed for handling large load carriers
used to load tugger trains.

The robot systems are commonly used for palletizing, depalletizing and order

was no problem at all even with regard to the communication system. Due to

picking, for storage and buffer storage, and for connecting machines and plants.

the openness of PC-based control, the system was virtually plug and play.”

Corresponding manipulator technologies form the centerpiece of the systems.
RO-BER develops and manufactures clamping, fork and vacuum grippers, among

In total the newly developed Twin-Gantry robot system is comprised of five

others, to handle different products in individual, multiple or layer grip mode.

axes: a horizontal X-axis and two additional horizontal Y-axes with two vertical

The areas of use are just as varied as the products themselves, including auto-

Z-axes. The Y/Z-axes can move both individually and within the axis group, and

motive, food and beverage, logistics for grocery retailers and wholesalers, and

they can be coupled to and decoupled from the axis group dynamically. The

the pharmaceutical and chemical industries.

traversing speed per axis is up to 4 m/s with acceleration rates of up to 2.5 m/s².

In a current intralogistics project, large load carriers such as pallet cages in dif-

PC-based control: the universal and open platform

ferent sizes and configurations that hold weights of up to 1500 kg are delivered

Handling specialist RO-BER has been using Bus Terminal I/O from Beckhoff for

via a conveyor system. These containers must subsequently be recognized by the

many years. According to Elmar Stöve, this was a good starting point overall

robot system and transferred to tugger trains, which ultimately supply produc-

for the switch to PC-based control: “In 2015 we decided to replace the control

tion facilities. According to Managing Director Elmar Stöve, implementing the
handling technology required solutions to several challenges: “Up to now, RO-BER

and drive technology we were using at the time and to kick off corresponding

has not had a robot that could manage such heavy loads. On top of that, the

from Beckhoff, because it unites all the automation technologies we use in one

load carriers to be handled also have a large footprint, so they must be picked

system. In addition to classic PLC, our gantry robots also require CNC and safety

up from two sides. For these reasons, both the robot system and the gripping

functions. TwinCAT software provides a universal programming environment for

system had to be redesigned. With the robot, we took great care to ensure that

these functions, offering a high-performance tool to make development simpler

modules from the existing RO-BER modular system could still be used. Similar

and more transparent. As we are operating our systems in intralogistics environ-

to a forklift, the new gripping system consists of a pair of fork tines that can

ments, seamless communication with higher-level material flow or warehouse

be adjusted with respect to each other through servo control. Several CAN-net-

management systems is key. Here, the open PC-based control technology from

worked axes are also integrated in the EtherCAT-based drive technology, which

Beckhoff offers numerous advantages.”

market research. In 2016 we decided to go with PC-based control technology

The CP2921 Control Panel adds considerable value for machine
operators through convenient multi-touch functionality.
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Another reason for the switch to Beckhoff was the high performance of the com-

ous actuating and gripping functions in the fork and layer grippers so much

munication technology, first, because EtherCAT is a fast bus system and second,

easier, and in addition, new gripper concepts can be developed with low cabling

because it facilitates the implementation of many different topologies. There is

effort. In the current project, PC-based control was an overall enabler for the

another aspect, according to Elmar Stöve: “What was really important to us was

design of the completely new Twin-Gantry robot system. The core advantage of

the system philosophy on the one hand and the control system openness on

it is that two axis systems can move independently of each other on the one

the other. With the EtherCAT Terminal portfolio, PC-based control from Beckhoff

hand, while on the other they can also rejoin the interpolation group at any

covers an extremely large range of applications, which means that there is a

time following an independent movement – including all key functions such as

choice of one or even several I/O products for almost all electrical or communi-

optimized path control in relation to the cycle-time. This new development also

cation-related tasks. Above all, when it came to electromechanical components

enables the use of the robots for handling of long loads.”

such as pneumatic components, we greatly appreciated the easy integration
of third-party devices via EtherCAT as well as via CAN, PROFINET or other

RO-BER relies on TwinCAT HMI software for the visualization, as Elmar Stöve

protocols. In addition, Beckhoff gave us great support from the outset and even

adds: “As a web-based system, TwinCAT HMI makes display possible in any web

integrated new functions into TwinCAT that are important for our application.”

browser on the most diverse platforms. Support of the HTML5 standard also
makes it future-proof and open. Furthermore, TwinCAT HMI provides a complete

Control technology as an innovation driver

library of functions for the optimum design and generation of customer-specific

Safety technology can also integrate seamlessly into the I/O system with

HMIs. That enables us as the machine supplier to standardize on the HMI, but

TwinSAFE terminals, as Elmar Stöve explains: “In this way we were not only

still provide individualized designs for dedicated applications.” The hardware

able to reduce the wiring requirements of the systems, but also to significantly

displaying the HMI is the CP2921 multi-touch Control Panel from Beckhoff.

increase flexibility. For our customers, this flexibility is reflected in higher system

According to Elmar Stöve, the 21.5-inch operator interface makes it ideally

uptime. Compact drive technology with the EL72xx Servo Drives in I/O terminal

suited to clearly display all necessary information both in text and graphic form.

format offer another advantage. They made the implementation of the numer-

“On account of today's multi-touch applications, which are familiar, for example,

The modular EtherCAT Terminal system can be accommodated in extremely

The CX2040 Embedded PC along with EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals

compact spaces, even in the decentralized switchboxes on the fork grippers.

form the machine controller and I/O system in the machine’s control cabinet.

from smartphones, it was important to us to provide similar operator guidance
functions in order to achieve higher user acceptance. The multi-touch capability,
for zoom functions among other things, is very important for that.” The CX2040
Embedded PC employed has also proven itself for the required CNC applications
and has not approached the limits of its performance.

RO-BER Managing Director Elmar Stöve (left) and
Stefan Sieber, Beckhoff Sales, are only “lightweights”
for the powerful Twin-Gantry robot system.
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Based on the servo drives in I/O terminal format and
the AM8000 servomotors with One Cable Technology
(OCT), the drive system can be implemented in a highly
space-saving manner in all RO-BER handling systems.

At a glance
Solutions for intralogistics

Applied PC Control

–– handling robots for large load carriers

–– PC-based control and drive technology as a highly scalable and open system
–– TwinCAT as a universal control platform for PLC, CNC and safety functions

Customer benefit

–– TwinCAT HMI for flexible and open visualization technology

–– universal control technology can be adapted to individual application

–– CX2040 and CP2921 as a high-performance, multi-touch-capable

requirements

control platform

–– comprehensive basis for innovative, powerful and user-friendly handling
and gripping systems
Further information:
www.ro-ber.de
www.beckhoff.com/intralogistics
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PC-based control as flexible basis for fully automated plasma cells

Reliable plasma sealing protects hybrid
composites in the injection molding process
Atmospheric-pressure plasma pre-treatment is one of the most efficient ways to clean, activate or coat plastics, metals, glass,
recycling materials and composite materials. Plasmatreat, which is headquartered in Steinhagen, Germany, has developed a series
of process cells which support various types of automation such as robotics and almost all plasma processes. PC-based control
technology from Beckhoff makes this high degree of flexibility possible.
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With the chemical-physical Plasma-SealTight
process, functional nano-layers can be selec
tively applied within milliseconds to generate

The turnkey, fully automatic PTU1200 plasma cell executes the complete plasma process and
can be connected to any commercial injection molding machine.

© Plasmatreat

© Plasmatreat

tight bonds between different materials.

Plasmatreat GmbH, a maker of plasma equipment for highly efficient surface

With regard to the coating process, the main focus was on the compactness of

treatment and eco-friendly production processes, specializes in atmospheric

the multi-component pre-processing system as well as its easy integration into a

plasma technology, a high-tech process for inline pre-processing and functional

continuous production line, explains CEO Christian Buske: “With our fully auto-

plasma-coating of surfaces under normal pressure, which the company imple-

matic and ready-for-use PTU1200 plasma cell we have achieved all these goals.

mented in the PTU1200, its proprietary automation standard for process cells.

It can be adapted to any commercially available injection molding machine, and
it establishes a process for the volume production of metal-plastic parts that’s

Focus on flexibility and compact design

speedy and continuous. The cell features everything the process needs, from the

The main challenge in developing PTU1200 was the high degree of flexibility

generator and robot to the control technology to a plasma control unit (PCU)

needed to support robot operation, a 3D-axis system, a linear system and con-

and the plasma jets to cables and consumables.”

veyor operation as automation variants. In addition, a broad spectrum of plasma
processes had to be accommodated.
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Plasma coating without
a vacuum
The PlasmaPlus jet technology, which provides the basis for the sealing process,
was developed by Plasmatreat and the
Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing
Technology and Advanced Materials (IFAM)
in Bremen, Germany. It is used to generate
thin functional layers under atmospheric
pressure and normal production conditions
inline or externally, thus eliminating the
need for a separate and expensive vacuum chamber. In addition, the dry and
eco-friendly process replaces the cleaning
and primer processes which are often used
in hybrid injection molding. It also eliminates steps like intermediate storage or
drying processes so that components can be

© Plasmatreat

processed immediately after coating.

The microscopic image shows the clear separation between the

Over time, corrosive media can intrude

plasma-coated corrosion-free metal surface (on the left) and the

into the boundary area of a hybrid component

uncoated corroded surface (on the right).

and cause damage.

The plasma system itself consists of two separate plasma jets. A robot – or an

printers, soldering machines, IR/UV driers and transport systems, their integra-

X/Y axis system in two smaller models – moves the metal insert under the first

tion flexibility is equally essential, says Buske.

plasma jet, where its surface is cleaned of all contaminants at the molecular
level to achieve excellent wettability. Next, the second plasma jet applies the

Plasmatreat has used PC-based control technology from Beckhoff ever since it

functional coating.

introduced its fully automatic process cells in 2016 because the systems require
a control technology that can interface by default with robots and linear com-

PC-based control as a flexible and open control system

ponents, for example, and is widely accepted among machine manufacturers.

According to Christian Buske, the PTU1200 system is predestined for automotive

Christian Buske explains the advantages of PC-based control: “Since Beckhoff

applications, particularly in the production of all kinds of sensors: “Common

offers proven components with open standards, our customers and partners

applications include microfine cleaning and coating before casting and isolation

can integrate the plasma cells via interfaces they are familiar with. In addition,

processes, as well as bonding and the sealing of housings. The high flexibility of

Beckhoff components have an excellent reputation and stand for high quality

PC-based control is important because we use 6-axis robots as well as 1-axis,

and reliability. Beckhoff technology also made it easy to integrate the power

2-axis and 3-axis linear systems to move the plasma generators. In addition,

electronics developed by Plasmatreat.” Moreover, the continuous technological

the systems require conveyor belts, automatic and manual drawers or manual

advances being developed by Beckhoff were another factor in the company’s

operations to load, handle and unload the components.” And since the systems

favor. For example, Plasmatreat plans to introduce in the fourth quarter of 2019

can be used stand-alone as well as in line with injection molding machines,

a new process cell version with the highly flexible XPlanar transport system.
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At a glance
Solutions for the plastics industry
–– control technology for fully automated plasma cells
Customer benefits
–– compact systems with flexible configuration
–– integrated and open control system
–– easy integration of robotics
Applied PC Control
–– CX5120 Embedded PC and CP3916 Control Panel as
© Plasmatreat

central control and operating components
–– TwinCAT 3 software for PLC, visualization and OPC UA interface
–– TwinSAFE for efficient, integrated safety technology
–– EtherCAT Terminals for data collection and subsystem integration

Plasmatreat CEO Christian Buske: “The high flexibility of PC-based
control plays an important role in the PTU1200 cell operations,
because we employ 6-axis robots as well as 1-axis, 2-axis and 3-axis

© Plasmatreat

© Plasmatreat

linear systems to move the plasma generators.”

Together with the EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals, the CX5120 Embedded
PC forms a compact Beckhoff control platform at the core of the system.

Automation structure of plasma cells

power electronics and the EL6631 PROFINET-RT controller terminal for linking

The PTU1200 uses a CX5120 Embedded PC equipped with an Intel Atom

®

customer-specific external interfaces provide an additional degree of openness.

processor as its central control unit. Its operator interface is a CP3916 multitouch Control Panel with a 15.6-inch widescreen display. TwinCAT 3 automation

The safety functions of the PTU1200 are implemented by means of the EL6900

software provides the PLC functionality, supports the visualization (via TwinCAT

TwinSAFE Logic terminal, comprising the emergency stop, safety doors and

PLC HMI) and other application-related functions such as the OPC UA interface

robotics integration via Safety over EtherCAT. Christian Buske: “Depending on

for transmitting process data to the machine end user.

the number of I/Os and the size of the system, the integrated safety technology
reduces the wiring effort considerably and speeds up connections with external

Large volumes of I/O data are transmitted via the fast EtherCAT protocol. Ten

systems.”

compact EL1808, EL1809 and EL2808 HD EtherCAT terminals collect sensor
data for purposes such as material recognition, as well as data acquisition
from motors, contactors and valves. Analog motor controllers and regulators
are each controlled via two EL3064 and EL4004 EtherCAT analog I/O terminals.
Other benefits, according to Christian Buske, are the simple wiring and the ease
with which a robot can be integrated via Safety over EtherCAT technology.
The EL6751 CANopen master terminal for controlling Plasmatreat’s proprietary

Further information:
www.plasmatreat.com
www.beckhoff.com/plastics
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PC-based control in an in-mold labeling system helps decorate plastic lids

PC- and servo-based control
enhances performance and flexibility
of in-mold labeling system
In-mold labeling (IML) is the ideal solution for today’s customer requirements in the plastics industry, especially
in the packaging segment. Companies need high-quality, durable machines with maximum availability that can
produce a wide range of packaging designs with great flexibility and minimal cycle times. To implement such systems efficiently, Swiss specialty machine manufacturer Beck Automation implements PC-based control and drive
technology from Beckhoff as its standard automation technology.

With IML systems from Beck Automation, a broad
range of plastic containers and lids can be labeled
efficiently and flexibly.
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In each processing step, the IML system takes six
labels at a time from a magazine and places them into
the open mold of the injection molding machine.

Family-run Beck Automation AG in Oberengstringen, Switzerland, which was
founded in 1934, is a pioneer in the field of in-mold labeling systems with more
than 30 years of experience, says Nino Zehnder, who is head of sales and a
member of the executive management team. To meet the needs of its customers
all over the world, the company’s product portfolio ranges from cost-effective
basic machines to custom-tailored systems. A current example of innovative
solutions from Beck Automation is a six-way IML system for decorating plastic
lids. Nino Zehnder explains: “This machine is for plastic containers used in the
food industry. The most common items being made with it are lids to cover
1-liter containers for products such as yogurt, but the same machine can also
decorate the body of the container.”
IML as a particularly flexible process
With in-mold labeling, a previously printed label that has the same base color
as the final product (for example, the lid of a yogurt container) is placed in an
injection mold. When the plastic is injected, cools down and hardens, it combines with the label to form the finished product. This process is more flexible
than affixing printed labels, says Nino Zehnder: “IML is especially suitable for
packaging design in the age of Industrie 4.0 and lot sizes of 1 because you
don‘t need to modify a printing machine for every change, which is expensive
and time-consuming.” The Beck Automation system can produce up to 5,000
plastic lids per hour, each with its own design or even an individual QR-code
if necessary.
For precision and durability, the IML system is mounted on a solid welded steel
frame. The system attaches laterally to an injection molding machine so that
its servo-controlled shuttle arm can reach into the mold. When the shuttle arm
moves into the open injection mold, it picks up six finished lids on one side while
simultaneously inserting six new labels for the next injection molding process.
During this process, the IML machine inspects the lids with a vision system
for quality assurance before stacking them. During the stacking process, the
machine also separates the next six labels in order to place them on the main
shuttle arm for the next insertion pass into the injection mold.
Nino Zehnder points out the performance capabilities of the IML machine: “The
entire cycle with six plastic lids takes only about four seconds. The machine also
features exceptional flexibility. It can be adjusted for other lid sizes, shapes or
quantities very quickly and easily. Another advantage is the automatic magazine
changeover, which makes it possible to refill the labels without interrupting the
process.”
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At a glance
Solutions for the plastics industry
–– six-way IML system for container
lid decoration
Customer benefits
–– compact and flexible system design
–– long machine design lifecycle
–– output up to 5,000 plastic lids per hour
–– quick product changeovers down
to lot size 1
PC-based control in practice
–– PC-based control and drive technology
provides the basis for highly flexible
machine design
–– CX5130 Embedded PC as a powerful
control device
–– TwinCAT 3 NC PTP, AX5000 and AM8000
for precise and dynamic motion control
–– OCT for minimized installation, troubleshooting and maintenance requirements
–– efficient, system-integrated TwinSAFE
safety technology

Two of the machine's four AM8000 servomotors move the main arm
(motor on the right) and the shuttle (motor on the left).

Advantages of PC-based control technology

spare parts and newer, yet fully compatible products are still readily available.”

As Christoph Jenni, head of software development, explains, Beck Automation

Another factor is the exceptional modularity and scalability of PC-based con-

first decided to use PC-based control technology in 2011: “Even back then,

trol, adds Christoph Jenni: “Depending on the machine’s size and features, the

PC-based control technology impressed us with several basic advantages such

control technology can be optimally adjusted without requiring much additional

as the ease with which you can implement remote access for effective customer

engineering. For example, we can easily adapt the number of servo axes to the

support. Another outstanding feature of PC-based control from Beckhoff was

respective requirements. And unlike other systems, PC-based control offers an

the ability to make system changes online. Compared to the previous PLC-based

unlimited number of I/O channels, which leaves all options open.”

solution, we also benefited from the powerful axis control with extensive diagnostic capabilities as well as from the fast and easy-to-use EtherCAT communi-

Servo drive technology increases machine flexibility

cation standard, which replaced the traditional individual wiring.” Nino Zehnder

Beck Automation also employs Beckhoff servo drive technology throughout its

also points out the benefits of a Windows-based software system: “Its openness

new six-way IML system. Its easy configuration results in significant benefits,

ensures maximum flexibility. For example, we can easily export data as an Excel

particularly during setup changeovers. The machine features four AM8000

file or use Windows’ many capabilities for a user-friendly operator interface.”

series servomotors, which are controlled by TwinCAT 3 NC PTP software via two
single-channel AX5103 and AX5118 Servo Drives or a two-channel AX5203.

According to Nino Zehnder, the worldwide availability of Beckhoff technology

The AM8063 servomotor with 29 Nm of standstill torque makes for a highly

and support is also important for a globally active company like Beck Automa-

dynamic main axis. There are also two AM8032 (2.37 Nm) and one AM8033

tion: “Since our systems are extremely durable, we must also make sure that

(3.22 Nm) equipped with holding brake, which are used to implement, among

the components are available for the long term. Even after 10 years or more,

other things, the shuttle motion in order to guide the plastic lids along the
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Together with the AM8000 OCT servomotors, the AX5000 Servo Drives provide an
efficient and dynamic motion control solution.

Left to right: Nino Zehnder, head of sales and a member of executive management,

The CX5130 Embedded PC and the I/O level with EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals

and Christoph Jenni, head of software development, both of Beck Automation,

are extremely compact.

and Robert Urech, area sales manager of Beckhoff Switzerland, in front of the
new six-way IML system.

inspection system with a sufficiently short cycle time, says Nino Zehnder. In

via OPC UA very easily with the help of a corresponding TwinCAT function.” And

addition, the servo drive technology is much less jerky than pneumatics, which

the integrated TwinSAFE solution has delivered additional efficiencies, because

increases the machine’s durability due to the reduced inertia forces. The other

the EL6900 TwinSAFE Logic terminal and the optional AX5801 TwinSAFE cards

servo axes are used to take the labels from the magazine and to stack the

for the drives made it possible to significantly reduce the wiring and the space

finished lids. Another positive feature is the One Cable Technology (OCT) from

requirements for the safety doors and the emergency stop function.

Beckhoff, says Christoph Jenni: “OCT reduces the wiring and assembly effort
significantly. And the electronic type plate makes it much easier to commission,
troubleshoot and possibly replace devices.”
A Beckhoff CX5130 Embedded PC with an Intel Atom® processor running at
a clock speed of 1.75 GHz provides sufficient performance for all control and
motion sequences. The broad spectrum of the Beckhoff Industrial PC portfolio
is another critical advantage, says Jenni: “Depending on the requirements or
the size of the machine, you can easily deploy more powerful IPCs or multi-core
processor technology without having to change the control software. This makes
us highly flexibly as far as the system design is concerned.” The same applies to
the TwinCAT software: “The existing motion control library has met all our requirements so far. We could even implement special features like data exchange

Further information:
www.beck-automation.com
www.beckhoff.ch
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Even bulky objects such as a chair can be
manufactured rapidly with Colossus, one of the
largest transportable 3D printers in the world.
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“Transparent production” in a container allows a free view of the 3D printer
from IMA and is intended to give the public a clear idea of the way it works.

TwinCAT 3 Plastic Processing Framework for extruder control and TwinCAT CNC in additive manufacturing

“Colossal” 3D printer benefits
from high-performance data processing
Colossus is a start-up enterprise in Limburg, Belgium, whose name says it all: the company possesses one of the largest transportable plastic 3D printers. It was developed by the Colossus team in cooperation with machine builder IMA from Houthalen in
Belgium. The printer’s trailblazing controls come from Beckhoff and not only control the traversing axes in the machine, but also
the temperature of the extruder in the print head.

Colossus plans to manufacture large functional or decorative objects such as

product is created by applying layer after layer of the material. In this applica-

outdoor furniture and ornaments with a new 3D printer that processes recycled

tion, the extruder’s print head is moved through space by a special linear portal.

plastics as the raw material, which creates further special requirements. In addition, the 3D printer will be installed in a container and transported to trade

Large 3D objects require large quantities of data

shows and festivals as an “eye-catcher.” To ensure that visitors of such events

The drive control data for the linear portal are determined in two steps: First,

are able to experience and follow the fascination of 3D manufacturing live, the

G-code is generated from the 3D model of the end product. The controller

products must be created quickly – much faster than standard technologies

processes the G-code and computes the movement of the print head in space.

currently allow. In short, Colossus tasked machine manufacturer IMA with a

Both of these computing procedures require high processor power.

very ambitious project.
The team at IMA, including Project Engineer Dries Daniels, Senior Automation
The recycled materials are processed using the Fused Granular Fabrication

Engineer Chris Briers and Hardware Engineer Thomas Voets, developed an

(FGF) process, in which a plastic granulate is melted in an extruder and the end

XYZ portal as the drive for the 3D printer. Toothed belts drive both the
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XYZ portal as the 3D printer’s drive: Toothed belts drive the X and Y-axes; an additional computing procedure converts
the desired X and Y coordinates for correct toothed belt drive control.

X- and Y-axes so that the Y-axis does not require a motor. The goal was to save

fan for cooling. To achieve a stable process, these devices need to be precisely

weight, because the extruder alone weighs 70 kg. Because of this, however,

controlled. A shut-off nozzle is used to start and stop the melt flow. This is a

an additional calculation procedure is required to convert the correct X and Y

motorized valve, which is used to control the flow rate. The operation of this

coordinates into the corresponding data for the toothed belt drive.

valve represents a disturbance variable for the temperature controller, which
has to be compensated for.”

The XYZ portal itself is mounted on four spindles, each equipped with its own
drive. In this way, the printing plane can be kept in perfect parallel to the plane

The extruder operates with a constant throughput. This means the movement

of the X and Y-axis.

of the print head must be controlled in relation to the geometry of the end
product. The users must be able to adjust the corresponding parameters

Using open control platform benefits

themselves.

As an open platform, PC-based control from Beckhoff was chosen for the
control of the printer. “It was clear from the very start that we needed system

Extrusion and CNC software libraries

openness so that all components can communicate with one another,” says

simplify implementation

Chris Briers, putting the decision in a nutshell. One of the components is

The solution developed by IMA is based on a C6030 ultra-compact Industrial

the heating zone control of the extruder. IMA utilizes the TwinCAT 3 Plastic

PC as well as three double actuators and one single actuator implemented via

Processing Framework software for this purpose. Briers explains: “The extruder

AX5000 Servo Drives. The visualization program is written in .NET so that the

has six heating zones with 3-point control. Each zone has a heater band and a

visualization layout can easily adapt to suit the customer’s wishes.

PC Control 03 | 2019

The control software can read in and process large quantities of data in G-code
format. TwinCAT CNC takes care of the interpolation and kinematic transformation of the virtual X and Y-axis to the A and B-axis of the XYZ portal. G-code
processing is a typical CNC function and, like the heating control of the extruder, is available as a library built into TwinCAT. With these libraries, the implementation of extremely complex tasks can be reduced to the parameterization
of available functions. The temperature of the extruder is controlled with the
TwinCAT 3 Plastic Processing Framework (TF8540). The control parameters
are determined automatically (auto-tuning). With the help of these optimized
parameter settings, fast heating with low overshoot is possible.
In order to read out the temperatures of the individual zones and to control the
heating and cooling elements, the extruder was equipped with IP67-protected
EtherCAT Box I/O modules. A TwinSAFE Terminal is used to monitor the pressure
in the extruder to ensure safe operation.
The operators panel employed is regarded as highly important to optimally
convey the exciting possibilities of 3D printing to the public. IMA chose the
CP2912 multi-touch Control Panel with 12-inch display as the visually appealing hardware for that purpose.
Impressive printing speed

The view inside the control cabinet shows the Beckhoff C6030

The 3D printer from Colossus is a superlative device in every respect and

ultra-compact Industrial PC and the inline connected EtherCAT

delivers astounding results. Its creative design allows the best-possible use of

Terminals (center right) as well as the AX5000 Servo Drives (center)

available space inside the shipping and display container. 3D printed parts with

and the 12-inch CP2912 multi-touch Control Panel (left).

dimensions of up to 2.72 × 1.25 × 1.5 m can be manufactured. The printer also
boasts an impressive output capacity of up to 15 kg per hour. A sufficiently
high resolution can be achieved with a nozzle size of 2 to 8 mm. The printed
products are ready-for-use right away, depending on the desired finish. If
necessary, various postprocessing techniques can be used to create different
surface qualities.
Colossus presented the first printer – delivered in April 2018 – at multiple

At a glance

events and trade shows. Attendees at these events showed great interest in
the 3D giant and its new method of recycling. It is therefore intended that more

Solutions for the plastics industry

of these printers will be implemented to manufacture different products on an

–– extruder controls for mobile 3D printers

industrial scale in the future.
Customer benefit
–– Control system processes large quantities of data.
–– Additional computing procedure makes motor for Y-axis
unnecessary.
Applied PC Control
–– Due to its system openness, PC-based control offers all
options for communication between the most diverse
machine components.
–– A C6030 ultra-compact Industrial PC enables processing
of large data quantities.
–– The TwinCAT 3 Plastic Processing Framework (TF8540)
offers all functions required for extruder control.
–– TwinCAT CNC takes care of the interpolation and
Further information:
www.madeinlimburg.be/bedrijven/colossus
www.machinebouw.be
www.beckhoff.be

kinematic transformation of the virtual X and Y-axis
to the A and B-axis of the XYZ portal.
–– AX5000 Servo Drives ensure dynamic and precise
print head movements.
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Eagle cutters use fiber lasers as
their light source, which enables
the burr-free cutting of metal sheets
of varying thicknesses with precise
and narrow kerfs.
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High-tech laser cutters rely on a powerful IPC platform and EtherCAT

Maximized precision and speed
in laser cutting
Due to the outstanding quality characteristics of its beam, the fiber laser has become the technology of choice
in the fine cutting of metal sheets. It delivers highly precise cuts with very narrow kerfs and operates with
outstanding contouring speed. In order to deliver these features, Polish manufacturer Power-Tech employs
fiber lasers in its laser cutting machines and relies on powerful automation technology from Beckhoff for
machine control.
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Eagle laser cutters from
Power-Tech can cut virtually
any shape out of metal sheets.

The C6930 cabinet PC delivers the computing power that is
necessary for the high performance of the Eagle laser cutters.

Eagle laser cutters can cut virtually any shape out of metal sheets. They use

of 150 m/min possible,” says Power-Tech Managing Director Janusz Marcin

fiber lasers as a light source, which ensure burr-free edges on sheets of vary-

Ejma. “We work constantly on making our lasers more powerful, because these

ing thicknesses as well as precise and narrow kerfs. Power-Tech makes three

improvements have such a decisive impact on a cutter’s productivity. A machine

variants of laser cutting machines: the Esmart model with a working area of

with 15 kW cuts out four times as many shapes per hour as a machine with

1,500 × 3,000 mm, as well as the Evision and the Inspire models with work-

4 kW, which reduces the manufacturing costs per work piece dramatically.”

ing areas of up to 2,500 × 6,000 mm. All cutters feature easy operation, high

To achieve the necessary machine parameters in terms of motion speed and ac-

reliability, and compact dimensions. Equipped with special high-performance

curacy, Power-Tech employs powerful control and data communication systems.

Eagle laser heads, they cut through sheets with thicknesses of up to 60 mm.
Customers can select the laser power that best fits their needs – the higher the

PC- and EtherCAT-based control as integrated control platform

power, the faster the cutting speed.

Power-Tech has worked with Beckhoff since 2010. “After a careful analysis of
the market we picked Beckhoff as our control system supplier,” says Marcin

Speeds of up to 150 meters per minute

Masternak, who is in charge of CNC/PLC systems at Power-Tech. “The deciding

Power-Tech has continuously improved the performance of its laser cutters.

factor was EtherCAT. The high-speed fieldbus system, which Beckhoff introduced

In 2013, the company introduced a machine with a 6 kW laser to the market.

in 2003, has become a global standard because of its performance. Many sup-

In 2016, it followed up with a 12 kW machine, which increased the production

pliers of other components used in our machines also use on EtherCAT, which

efficiency regarding material thickness and cutting speed significantly. “With

gives us great flexibility in component selection.” Furthermore, Power-Tech uses

the Inspire 1530 developed in 2018, we have introduced a laser cutter with a

a Beckhoff Industrial PC and TwinCAT automation software as the standard

top performance of 15 kW that makes dynamic cutting processes with a speed

control platform in all its machines. “The openness and modularity of the PC-
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The project team in front of an Eagle Inspire laser cutter equipped
with a 15 kW laser and an integrated loading and unloading system.

based control system allow us to expand each machine’s functionalities with

a speed of 5.6 m/s for all axes simultaneously. Our fastest machines feature an

great flexibility, for example by integrating the CNC interpolation. We can also

acceleration rate of 6 g, which is top-of-the-line in the laser cutting industry,”

integrate our own solutions, such as the visualization system, which is based on

summarizes Marcin Masternak.

our own proprietary solution,” explains Marcin Masternak.
Trouble-free loading and unloading system integration
The Inspire 1530 laser cutter uses a C6930 industrial cabinet PC equipped with

The laser cutters are optionally equipped with semi-automatic or fully automatic

an Intel® CoreTM i7 processor as its control platform. To control the axes via

loading and unloading systems. The Crane Master, a fully automatic and fully

three AX5000 EtherCAT Servo Drives (single- and dual-channel), the X-, Y- and

integrated system, picks up the sheets via a loading frame and places them on

Z-axes are linked via CNC interpolation (the X-axis is implemented as part of

the cutter’s pallet changer while the cut parts are removed with a comb convey-

the gantry system). Various machine modules such as the laser beam source,

or. “The loading and unloading system is connected to the cutter’s controller via

cutting head, vacuum suction system, etc. are integrated via analog and digital

the EK1100 EtherCAT Coupler, which simplifies data communication,” explains

EtherCAT I/O modules with IP20 and IP67 ratings. Process and machine param-

Marcin Masternak.

eters are processed in real time, with data exchange taking only microseconds.
The integrated safety solution was also implemented with Beckhoff components.
“With EtherCAT we are able to meet the high requirements regarding the
high-speed exchange of large data volumes during laser cutting at speeds of
up to 150 m/min. With the great support we received from the Beckhoff control
specialists, we were able to achieve a single-axis positioning speed of 4 m/s and

Further information:
www.eagle-group.eu
www.beckhoff.pl
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Online fault diagnostics improve wind turbine availability

TwinCAT Wind and oversampling technology
enable highly efficient condition monitoring
High availability is a top priority for today’s wind turbines, especially if they have a high output in the MW range. Chinese turbine
manufacturer Goldwind has therefore developed an online condition monitoring system with all functions based on PC Control
technology and EtherCAT from Beckhoff. The control platform communicates in real-time, reduces maintenance costs and
increases availability.
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The technology for wind turbines implemented by Goldwind and Beckhoff promotes
the inexpensive, reliable and sustainable energy generation of the future.

For many years, Goldwind has been using online condition monitoring in
its wind turbines to enable remote monitoring and determine the operating
status of individual system components. Using appropriate sensors, the Condition Monitoring System (CMS) acquires and analyzes noise, vibration and
temperature data, among other things, and warns of the possible failure of
individual components in a timely manner. Anomalies that occur during wind
farm operation are visualized for operators and maintenance staff on a convenient HMI. Impending faults can thus be predictively recognized and quickly
rectified. As a result, wind turbine availability is increased and costly damage
is avoided. This is particularly important for offshore systems on account of the
poor accessibility at sea.
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Goldwind:
focus on sustainable
power generation
Goldwind, a Chinese provider of wind energy
solutions, was established in 1998 and has delivered 28,500 wind turbines worldwide to-date,
corresponding to more than 44 GW of installed
wind capacity. Today, the company, which is a
licensee and now majority shareholder of wind
turbine manufacturer Vensys, stands out as a
technology provider for renewable and green
energy. Goldwind has been selected several
times as one of the 50 most innovative companies in the world and was in the Top 100 list of
the Global Challengers in 2016.

Predictive maintenance with TwinCAT Wind Framework software uses ultra-fast EtherCAT communication to monitor the main
components in a wind turbine nacelle (in this case with direct drive), such as rotor blades, hub, pitch system, generator rotor,
generator stator, gear system, wind measurement system along with the foundation plate and tower frame.

For the user the original CMS was merely a “black box”, because the soft-

records not only the acceleration and strain of the rotor blades and hub, but

ware offered only limited openness. Another shortcoming: vibration data and

also those of the main bearing and the tower. These values are forwarded by

condition values of the plant – such as wind speed, generator speed, gear

the system to the database server via the network of the respective wind farm.

or pitch angle – could not be recorded synchronously. Moreover, the trend
towards increasingly high outputs and intelligent operational management of

Real-time solution for intelligent wind turbines

wind turbines made data evaluation for system optimization purposes more

The online CMS from Goldwind operates autonomously and is based on

challenging. The consequence: the systems no longer met the present-day

TwinCAT 3 automation software from Beckhoff. With regard to controls ar-

requirements with regard to technology and market needs.

chitecture and functionality, the CMS is built with the following functional
components:

Significant improvements of wind turbine availability
Goldwind has been using open automation technologies for years. Accordingly,

–– The heart of the CMS is the CX5130 Embedded PC, which uses the 64-bit

when the Chinese wind turbine manufacturer started development of a new
online monitoring system in 2014, they turned to PC-based control technology

operating system Windows Embedded Standard 7 and an Intel Atom®
multi-core processor with a clock frequency of 1.75 GHz.

from Beckhoff for the implementation. The goals at the time included the ability

–– The oversampling-capable EL3632 XFC EtherCAT Terminal for Condition

to operate a wind turbine over its entire lifecycle with competitive costs and

Monitoring (IEPE) records vibration and acceleration signals from the

lower susceptibility to faults. It was also important to reduce maintenance costs

generator bearing with a sampling rate of up to 50 ksamples/s as well

and downtime. The first and foremost goal was to meaningfully improve wind

as a synchronization accuracy of < 100 ns per channel. The sampling rate

turbine availability.

and oversampling factor can be parameterized as required.
–– All condition data of the wind turbine are acquired simultaneously via

After completing detailed calculations and analyses of the operating behavior

TwinCAT ADS communication.

of large wind turbines, Goldwind researchers produced clear findings: In order

–– Raw data and condition data are collected synchronously via the TwinCAT

to acquire all condition data synchronously from the generator bearings – in-

Wind Framework in the controller. The original data and the results calcu-

cluding high-frequency acceleration data – the existing drive train monitoring

lated from them are saved by the TwinCAT Database Server directly in the

system had to be developed into a state-of-the-art CMS. The new system

local relational database.
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Database

Application at a glance

PC System
Operating System

Solutions for sustainable

User Mode
TwinCAT
Scope
View

energy generation
TwinCAT
Analytics

TwinCAT
HMI

TwinCAT
Monitoring
Server

TwinCAT
Database
Server

–– online condition monitoring for wind
turbines
Customer benefit

TwinCAT Realtime

–– continuous acquisition of vibration and
TwinCAT 3
Condition
Monitoring

TwinCAT 3
Blade
Monitoring

TcCOM

increased system availability

TcCOM

TwinCAT 3
Wind
Framework

TcCOM

–– reduced maintenance requirements and

TcCOM

TwinCAT Transport Layer – ADS

TwinCAT 3
Wind
Database

strain data incl. remote access capability
Applied PC Control
–– CX5130: Embedded PC out of the finely
scalable PC Control portfolio perfectly

EtherCAT Master

adapted to the application
–– EL3632: highly precise signal data
EL3632
Vibration

EL3356
Strain Gauge

EL3204
Temperature

EL3054
Press

EL3783
Power

acquisition using oversampling technology
–– TwinCAT 3 incl. Wind Framework, Condition
Monitoring, Database Server: synchronous
real-time acquisition of all data

The TwinCAT-based CMS acquires and analyzes vibration data from the online generator bearing and saves it at
high speed in a local database via TwinCAT Wind Framework.

–– Streaming algorithms within TwinCAT Condition Monitoring analyze data

system based on Beckhoff technology facilitate future system expansions and

such as power spectra and moment coefficients online and in real-time.

upgrades. The CMS integrated into the main control system is cost-competitive

The analysis results are also written to the database in real time and

and an ideal solution to support intelligent wind turbines.”

reported back to the main control system. In this way, meaningful diagnostic data can be generated for smart wind turbines.
–– All information can be saved in a local or remote database. The Condition

Huang Xiaofang continues: “The CMS can communicate with wind turbines
in real-time. Performance data from wind turbines and condition monitoring

Monitoring Server can read the raw data and computed results for each

results can be acquired synchronously, which improves the scope of analysis

wind turbine via remote access – a function that does not exist in a tradi-

and data insights. Due to the extremely high performance of the Beckhoff

tional CMS, according to Goldwind.

platform, the condition monitoring data can be acquired, stored and analyzed
in real-time. Therefore, it is possible to implement continuous equipment health

The openness of the software and flexible expansion of the Beckhoff control

monitoring and real-time warnings for the state of key components in wind

technology offer particular benefits for any condition monitoring system. This

turbines.”

is incredibly important, because no two wind turbines are designed alike and it
must be possible to adapt the functions of the turbine-specific control software
to the respective needs quickly and optimally. Modularly expandable functions
further simplify commissioning, because individual software functionalities can
be added quickly in this way. Synchronous data acquisition can be implemented just as quickly as real-time communication and fault location tracking. All
these features significantly simplify the creation of database structures and
data storage functions.
PC-based control: the ideal platform for condition monitoring
Huang Xiaofang, Senior Engineer at Goldwind, who is responsible for the
CMS development, summarizes: “The functions of the condition monitoring

Further information:
www.goldwindglobal.com
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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Further information:
www.ethercat.org

57 participants, eight countries, four continents

Successful 2019 Spring European EtherCAT Plug Fest
With its EtherCAT Plug Fests all over the world the EtherCAT Technology Group

Christoph Widmann, Managing Director at Acontis, sees incredible value in the

provides practical, hands-on support for its members during EtherCAT device

Plug Fest: “The EtherCAT Plug Fests are the perfect opportunity to test devices

development. One of those events, the 2019 Spring European EtherCAT Plug

and applications in a large network together with other manufacturers. For that

Fest took place recently at Acontis technologies GmbH in Ravensburg, Germany.

reason, Acontis has participated in many Plug Fests in the past. As a long-term

In total, 57 participants from 27 different EtherCAT device manufacturers based

member of EtherCAT Technology Group, we’re extraordinarily happy to host an

in eight countries followed ETG’S invitation and brought numerous devices to

EtherCAT Plug Fest ourselves.”

the event.
Florian Hammel, one of the on-site EtherCAT experts, adds: “This Plug Fest met
Besides testing their own EtherCAT devices in a shared network with the de-

the customary high standard, the atmosphere among the participants was good

vices of other manufacturers by using the EtherCAT Conformance Test Tool, the

and the location was perfect to connect the huge number of devices and work

participants had plenty of time to exchange knowledge and ask for advice from

efficiently. The positive feedback from the participating device manufacturers

the EtherCAT experts on-site. The different products brought to he event led to a

confirms the event’s continued success.”

balanced ratio of devices and real-life network conditions.

International flair at the 2019 Spring European EtherCAT Plug Fest in Ravensburg, Germany.
The ETG and host Acontis technologies GmbH welcomed a total of 57 participants from eight countries.
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Focus on safety well received by manufacturers

ETG conducts first Safety over
EtherCAT Plug Fest
ETG’s first Safety over EtherCAT Plug Fest in Verl, Germany, was a great success.

Recently, the EtherCAT Technology Group invited to its first Safety over EtherCAT

I/O devices. In addition, safe drives whose safe drive functions are implemented

Plug Fest and numerous manufacturers of EtherCAT devices with safety function

with the support of the ETG.6100 profile were tested. The profile serves to stan-

followed the invitation to Verl, Germany, to test their products for interopera-

dardize the functionality and parameters for drive-integrated safety functions.

bility and to exchange knowledge with the other participants and the experts
on-site. The focus exclusively was on devices with Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE)

Guido Beckmann, who attended the event as FSoE expert from the EtherCAT

technology and that was well received: A total of 36 participants from 18 dif-

Technology Group, explains: “Since the introduction of Safety over EtherCAT

ferent companies came to test their devices under real network circumstances.

into the ETG in 2007, the technology has been very well received by our members. FSoE is one of the most widely used safety protocols, with 38 companies

EtherCAT devices without safety functionality were not permitted at the event;

known to us offering such products, not least due to its simple implementation.

the EtherCAT protocol served only as a transport layer. The focus of the event

The Safety over EtherCAT Plug Fest clearly showed us that the communication

was on FSoE controllers for distributed and central solutions as well as on FSoE

between FSoE devices also works wonderfully.”

Proven concept to transmit EtherCAT know how

Worldwide EtherCAT seminars enjoy great popularity
For many years, the EtherCAT Technology Group emphasizes on a proven event

of relevant presentations as well as an accompanying table-top exhibition.

concept with its worldwide EtherCAT seminar series to transmit EtherCAT as

In addition to the lecture program, there’s plenty of time to answer individual

well as Industrial Ethernet know-how. And with consistent success, even in

questions and to discuss with the on-site experts. Moreover, the participants

2019 the participant’s interest is unabated. At more than 40 dates in this year

learn how to use EtherCAT to further improve the performance of their

interested parties had and still have the possibility to gather knowledge about

applications.

Industrial Ethernet, Industrie 4.0 and IoT as well as EtherCAT in particular during
those full-day information seminars. The EtherCAT seminars are free of charge

All upcoming dates in 2019 are listed within the event section of ETG’s website.

for all attendees; the program is created by the EtherCAT Technology Group

Here, interested parties can find all information about locations as well as the

in collaboration with the numerous local sponsoring companies in the frame

agenda of the worldwide EtherCAT seminar series.

The worldwide EtherCAT
seminar series (here in
Horten, Norway) continue
to enjoy great popularity.
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Trade shows 2019
Europe
Germany
Husum Wind
10 – 13 September 2019
Husum
www.husumwind.com

Seatrade Europe
11 – 13 September 2019
Hamburg
www.seatrade-europe.com

EMO
16 – 21 September 2019
Hanover
www.emo-hannover.de

Meorga Ludwigshafen
18 September 2019
Ludwigshafen
www.meorga.de

FachPack
24 – 26 September 2019
Nuremberg

Meorga Landshut
23 October 2019
Landshut
www.meorga.de

FMB
06 – 08 November 2019
Bad Salzuflen
www.fmb-messe.de/en

Productronica
12 – 15 November 2019
Munich

www.motek-messe.de/en

K
16 – 23 October 2019
Dusseldorf
www.k-online.com

Great Britain

MSV
07 – 11 October 2019

SPE Offshore Europe
03 – 06 September 2019

Brno

Aberdeen

www.bvv.cz/en/msv

www.offshore-europe.co.uk

Denmark
HI
01 – 03 October 2019
Herning
www.hi-industri.dk

www.productronica.com

SPS
26 – 28 November 2019
Nuremberg
www.mesago.de/sps

Finland
Puumessut
04 – 06 September 2019
Jyväskylä
www.puumessut.fi

Austria
Building Technology Austria
18 – 19 September 2019
Vienna
www.bt-austria.at

www.fachpack.de/en

Motek
07 – 10 October 2019
Stuttgart

Czech Republic

Belgium
Bedrijven Netwerkdagen
20 – 21 November 2019
Hasselt
www.bedrijvennetwerkdagen.be

Bedrijven Contactdagen
04 – 05 December 2019
Kortrijk
www.bedrijvencontactdagen.be

Alihankinta
24 – 26 September 2019
Tampere
www.alihankinta.fi

Avita AudioVisual Expo
02 – 03 October 2019
Helsinki
www.audiovisualexpo.messukeskus.com

Teknologia
05 – 07 November 2019
Helsinki
www.teknologia.messukeskus.com

PPMA
01 – 03 October 2019
Birmingham
www.ppmatotalshow.co.uk

Italy
Hydromatters 4.0
18 September 2019
Padua
www.idroelettricoinitalia.it

Forum Telecontrollo
23 October 2019
Florenz
www.forumtelecontrollo.it

Forum Meccatronica
05 November 2019
Florenz
www.forumeccatronica.it

Smart Building Expo
13 – 15 November 2019
Milan
www.smartbuildingexpo.it

Norway
EuroExpo Ålesund
11 – 12 September 2019
Ålesund
www.euroexpo.no
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EuroExpo Bodø
23 – 24 October 2019
Bodø
www.euroexpo.no

Sweden
ExpoStyr
10 September 2019
Malmö
www.slussen.biz

ExpoStyr
11 September 2019
Växjö
www.slussen.biz

Euro Expo Sundsvall
11 – 12 September 2019
Sundsvall
www.euroexpo.se

ExpoStyr
12 September 2019
Jönköping
www.slussen.biz

Euro Expo Kiruna
06 – 07 November 2019
Kiruna
www.euroexpo.se

Euro Expo Luleå
27 – 28 November 2019
Luleå
www.euroexpo.se

Asia

Japan

North America

China

MECT
23 – 26 October 2019

Canada

Industrial Automation Show
17 – 21 September 2019
Shanghai
www.industrial-automation-show.com

China Wind Power
22 – 24 October 2019
Beijing
www.chinawind.org.cn

CeMAT Asia
23 – 26 October 2019
Shanghai
www.cemat-asia.com

India
Automation Expo
25 – 28 September 2019
Mumbai
www.automationindiaexpo.com

Engimach
04 – 08 December 2019
Gandhinagar
http://kdclglobal.com

Indonesia
Manufacturing Indonesia
04 – 07 December 2019
Jakarta

Nagoya
www.mect-japan.com

Japan Pack
29 October – 01 November 2019
Tokyo

Canadian Manufacturing
and Technology Show
30 September – 03 October 2019
Toronto, ON
www.cmts.ca

www.japanpack.jp

USA

IIFES
27 – 29 November 2019
Tokyo

Digital Industry USA
11 – 12 September 2019
Louisville, KY

www.iifes.jp

www.digitalindustryusa.com

Singapore
Industrial Transformation Asia Pacific
22 – 24 October 2019
Singapore
www.industrial-transformation.com

United Arab Emirates
SPS Automation Middle East
03 – 04 September 2019
Dubai
www.spsautomationme.com

Adipec
11 – 14 November 2019
Abu Dhabi
www.adipec.com

Pack Expo
23 – 25 September 2019
Las Vegas, NV
www.packexpolasvegas.com

Icalepcs
05 – 11 October 2019
New York, NY
https://icalepcs2019.bnl.gov

Automotive Testing Expo
22 – 24 October 2019
Novi, MI
www.testing-expo.com/usa

Fabtech
11 – 14 November 2019
Chicago, IL
www.fabtechexpo.com

www.manufacturingindonesia.com

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows

weitere Infos unter:
www.xxxxx.com
www.xxxxx.com
www.xxxxx.com
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